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current spread is on average 1.5 cone diameters [3].Steven H. DeVries,1,5 Xiaofeng Qi,2,5
Robert Smith,3,5 Walter Makous,2 Each cone is noisy because of its random photon ab-
sorptions and random fluctuations of its signaling mole-and Peter Sterling3,4
1Departments of Ophthalmology and Physiology cules and ion channels, but each cone’s noise is inde-
pendent of the others. Consequently, coupling reducesNorthwestern University
303 East Chicago Avenue noise but does not greatly affect the visual signals [3,
4] shared by adjacent cones because of correlations inChicago, Illinois 60611
2 Center for Visual Science the visual scene and those introduced by blur from the
eye’s optics.University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14527 In mammalian retina, including the primate fovea [5,
6], cone terminals also form small gap junctions, but3 Department of Neuroscience
University of Pennsylvania electrical coupling has not been measured. In the fovea,
modest coupling would improve discrimination of signalPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
from noise, but extensive coupling would degrade visual
acuity. Therefore, our goals were to (1) determine
whether mammalian cone-cone gap junctions are in-Summary
deed functional and measure their conductance; (2) use
the junctional conductance to calculate the neural blurBackground: Cone photoreceptors are noisy because
of random fluctuations of photon absorption, signaling and measure it psychophysically; and (3) compute the
benefit and cost to vision of coupling foveal cones.molecules, and ion channels. However, each cone’s
noise is independent of the others, whereas their signals
are partially shared. Therefore, electrically coupling the Results
synaptic terminals prior to forward transmission and
subsequent nonlinear processing can appreciably re- Physiology
duce noise relative to the signal. This signal-processing We directly measured the conductance between adja-
strategy has been demonstrated in lower vertebrates cent cones in the ground squirrel by voltage clamping
with rather coarse vision, but its occurrence in mammals cell pairs in a retinal slice (Figure 1A). A voltage step in
with fine acuity has been doubted (even though gap one cone caused a steady current to flow into a neigh-
junctions are present) because coupling would blur the boring cone whose membrane voltage was held con-
neural image. stant (Figure 1B). Plots of transjunctional current as a
Results: In ground squirrel retina, whose triangular function of transjunctional voltage show that cone-cone
cone lattice resembles the human fovea, paired electri- gap junction channels are nearly ohmic over a wide
cal recordings from adjacent cones demonstrated elec- voltage range (Figure 1C). Junctional conductance was
trical coupling with an average conductance of approxi- as large as 1 nS for some pairs (Figure 1D), the average
mately 320 pS. Blur caused by this degree of coupling being about 320 pS (317  246 pS, n  31 pairs). Cone-
had a space constant of approximately 0.5 cone diame- cone transmission was indeed electrical; coupling per-
ters. Psychophysical measurements employing laser in- sisted under conditions in which transmitter release was
terferometry to bypass the eye’s optics suggest that blocked by Cd2 (0.5–1.0 mM, n  4), Co2 (2 mM, n 
human foveal cones experience a similar degree of neu- 1), or the removal of external Ca2 (0 mM Ca2, 7 mM
ral blur and that it is invariant with light intensity. This Mg2, n  1). In addition, coupling was unchanged dur-
neural blur is narrower than the eye’s optical blur, and ing exposure to the retinal neuromodulators dopamine
we calculate that it should improve the signal-to-noise (100 M), forskolin (25 M), and nitric oxide (300 M
ratio at the cone terminal by about 77%. sodium nitroprusside). If one assumes a single-channel
Conclusions: We conclude that the gap junctions ob- conductance of 20–150 pS [7], coupling would involve
served between mammalian cones, including those in on the order of 10–100 connexons. These experiments
the human fovea, represent genuine electrical coupling. establish that the cone-cone gap junctions observed
Because the space constant of the resulting neural blur by electron microscopy actually function as electrical
is less than that of the optical blur, the signal-to-noise synapses and have a conductance on the order of 100–
ratio can be markedly improved before the nonlinear 1000 pS. How would this affect human foveal vision?
stages with little compromise to visual acuity.
PsychophysicsIntroduction
If coupling between human foveal cones resembles that
between ground squirrel cones, we can estimate theIn the turtle retina, neighboring cone terminals contact
lateral current spread in the foveal cone syncytium. Theeach other by gap junctions [1, 2] and couple electrically
inner segments of foveal cones form a triangular arrayto form a syncytium whose linear length constant for
(Figure 2A), and their synaptic terminals are only slightly
larger and less orderly. Therefore, each terminal has 4–64 Correspondence: peter@retina.anatomy.upenn.edu
5 These authors contributed equally to this work. immediate neighbors with which it forms gap junctions
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Figure 1. Adjacent Cones in Mammalian Retina Are Electrically Coupled
(A) A retinal slice from the ground squirrel was viewed with epifluorescence (left) and DIC optics (right). Patch pipette solutions contained
BODIPY 492/515 (green) or sulforhodamine 101 (red).
(B) Transjunctional currents (above) measured during successive transjunctional voltage steps (below).
(C) Peak and steady transjunctional currents were linearly related to transjunctional voltage with conductances of 990 and 900 pS, respectively.
(A) through (C) are from the same pair.
(D) Distribution of junctional conductances for 31 cone-cone pairs.
[5]. One can calculate the length constant () for voltage ated on the retina by optical interference during brief
flashes (2 ms) and superimposed at a slight angle sospread by assuming a rectangular cone array [3] (a trian-
gular array gives nearly identical results), an input resis- that the bars of one grating crossed those of the other
at (1/6) intervals. The gratings themselves were nottance (rm) of an isolated macaque cone equal to 0.5
G (this value was calculated from Schneeweis and visible, but their distortion product, created at the visual
system’s first nonlinear stage, produced a grating thatSchnapf [8]; a similar value, 0.55  0.03 G, was ob-
tained for poorly coupled ground squirrel cones, n 4), was just visible at 6 cycles/degree. The amplitude of
this distortion grating is proportional to the product ofand an average cone-cone coupling resistance (rs) equal
to 3.1 G (i.e., 1/320 pS): the contrasts of the interference gratings at the site of
the nonlinearity—after attenuation by the cone’s linear
filter. We measured this attenuation (modulation transfer 
1
acosh rs2rm  1
(1)
function) by varying the spatial frequency of both inter-
ference gratings while adjusting the contrast of one to
hold the distortion grating at visual threshold.Equation 1 predicts a length constant of about 0.5 cone
In this manner, the linear filter was measured for threespacings and suggests that only the first ring of cones
observers across spatial frequencies. The experimentthat surrounds a given cone contributes to its receptive
suggested two branches separated by an inflection atfield. To test this, we measured spatial summation at
about 50 cycles/degree (Figure 2B, solid curves). Thethe first linear filter, i.e., the stage preceding the visual
points did not fit a single Gaussian (shown for compari-system’s first nonlinearity. Earlier work [9, 10] had shown
son in Figure 2B, dashed curve). However, they werethis linear filter to be extremely fine and to correspond
well fit in the spatial domain by a single Gaussian plusto the optical aperture of a single foveal cone, but here
a ring convolved with a Gaussian, whose Fourier trans-we looked in more detail to see if we could also detect
form is:small signals from neighboring cones.
The experiment was nearly identical to these previous
N1(f )  A e

f 2
2	2  K e

f 2
2	2 
 RJ0(2Rf ) (2)studies: two fine gratings (30 cycles/degree) were cre-
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Figure 2. Psychophysical Measurements Suggest that Cones in Human Fovea Are Coupled and that Coupling Is Invariant with Adaptation
Level
(A) Cone inner segments in human fovea pack triangularly [44]. Gap junctions couple all nearest neighbors [5].
(B) Modulation transfer function for the first linear filter measured by interferometry across spatial frequency and retinal illuminance. The
curves were poorly fit by a single Gaussian (dashed line in upper panel) but were well fit by a Gaussian plus a ring convolved with a Gaussian
(Equation 2). PB and XQ are different subjects.
(C) Sensitivity surface (Gaussian  ring) that best fits the psychophysical experiment (points in [B]).
(D) The radius of the ring is roughly twice the width of the Gaussian peak, as expected if the ring represented contributions from neighboring
cones. Relative amplitudes of the ring and the peak fit the space constant for electrical coupling calculated from Equation 1, and this
relationship was invariant over 3 log units of retinal illuminance (in photopic trolands, td). Histograms show the means of the points from three
observers; XQ, PB, and WM.
where f  frequency, 	  Gaussian radius, R  radius These data also exclude any model that is based on
parallel or concentrically organized spatial filters (re-of annulus, J0  Bessel function of 0th order, A  ampli-
tude of central peak, and K amplitude of annulus. The ceptive fields) in which the larger receptive field is out-
side the range, 2.0–2.5 times the size of a foveal cone,first term is the transform of the Gaussian center and
provides the sensitivity to the higher spatial frequencies; because they could not transfer the high spatial frequen-
cies known to pass through this system. Among thosethe second term is the transform of the ring, which en-
hances sensitivity to low spatial frequencies enough to thereby excluded are models that might produce an
inflection by contributions from more than one class ofproduce the inflection in the curve.
We make no claim that this particular equation bipolar cell or horizontal cell. Finally, these data exclude
models based on aliasing [11] because aliasing in theuniquely fits the data. However, these data exclude any
model (equation) that does not produce an inflection in fovea produces its first transmission minimum at spatial
frequencies greater than 80 cycles/degree [12], far fromthe modulation transfer function at about 40 cycles/
degree. Among those thereby excluded is any unimodal, 40 cycles/degree for the inflection observed here.
The model embodied by Equation 2 quantitatively fitsradially symmetrical sensitivity profile (receptive field),
such as a cylinder, hemisphere, parabola, or single the retinal anatomy (Figure 2C). For the model receptive-
field center, peak width at half height averaged 0.005Gaussian. Moreover, changing these profiles has no sig-
nificant effect on the basic spatial properties (such as for all observers and all retinal illuminances (Figure 2B).
This represents the cone’s optical aperture, about halfthe width of the center at half height or the radius of
the ring) described below. the inner-segment diameter, in agreement with previous
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measurements [9, 10, 13]. The distance from the center in bright light and gives the least optical blur (Figure
3A). Only when the junctional conductance was greaterof the peak to the center of the ridge (i.e., radius of the
than about 10,000 pS did the electrical blur approachring) averaged 0.0119  .0002 (Figure 2D). This radius,
the smallest optical blur. Thus, to a first approximation,about twice the width of the central peak (Figure 2D),
coupling in the fovea is no disaster. Yet what preciselycorresponds (within observer variability) to the center-
are the benefit and the cost?to-center spacing of triangularly packed foveal cones
The benefit was shown qualitatively by simulation of(Figure 2A). The profiles of both the central peak and
the response of a cone array to a “photon distribution”the ring have the same width. Thus, in all respects these
representing eight cycles of an 8 cycles/degree gratingdimensions fit the hypothesis that the ring component
that varies from high contrast at the center to low con-of the cone receptive field is caused by coupling of the
trast toward the edges (Figure 3B). When the cones arecenter cone to its immediate neighbors. Finally, compar-
isolated, the grating’s high-contrast region is obviousing the amplitudes of the center and the ring at 0 fre-
in the response (four cycles at the middle), but its low-quency (dc response) puts the contribution of each cone
contrast regions are lost in noise attributable to photonin the ring at about 5% of the center cone. This accepta-
fluctuation, transduction noise, and channel noise.bly matches the amplitude calculated from the coupling
When the cones are coupled at 1 nS (the highest valueconductance (8.6%).
measured for the ground squirrel, chosen here for aAlthough previous studies did not detect this low-
qualitative illustration), noise is reduced, and the grat-amplitude ring [10], our estimate of the cone’s optical
ing’s low-contrast regions are clearly visible. The reasonaperture (0.005  0.0006) is statistically indistinguish-
was elucidated long ago in turtle retina [3]: couplingable from that obtained in those studies. Furthermore,
reduces signal amplitude, but only modestly becauseone subject (WM) served in both studies with nearly
signals in neighboring cones are correlated (from corre-identical results for the cone aperture. Thus, the differ-
lations across the visual scene and optical blur). How-ence in results cannot be attributed to differences in
ever, coupling reduces noise amplitude markedly becausesubject or technique—except that in previous studies
noise events in neighboring cones are uncorrelated. Thus,the stimuli were prolonged (500 ms), whereas here they
coupling improves the S/N ratio to a degree that thewere brief (2 ms). The interaction of eye movements
simulation suggests might be useful.with stimulus duration will not explain the difference for
To quantify the improvement, we used a compartmen-reasons discussed [10]. We suspect that the ring due
tal model to compute contrast sensitivity (S/N ratio) forto cone coupling is more obvious with a brief stimulus
a single cone at the center of a coupled and uncoupledbecause it is attenuated by negative feedback during a
array (Figure 3C; details in Experimental Procedures).longer stimulus.
At high luminance, with a coupling conductance of 320Feedback through a low-pass filter reduces low spa-
pS and a grating of low spatial frequency, sensitivitytial frequencies, but it is slow [14] and thus not apparent
improves by approximately 77% (Figure 3D; Experimen-after a brief stimulus. The H1 horizontal cell, which in
tal Procedures). This calculation depends inversely onthe fovea connects to 6–7 cones [15], has just the right
the value used for cone input resistance, but the valuespatial scale and time course [14] to serve this function.
we used seems reasonable because the same valueNevertheless, cone-cone coupling should be present con-
was both directly measured for the ground squirrel andtinuously and should improve the signal-to-noise (S/N)
calculated for primates (from [8]). As grating frequencyratio independently of stimulus duration.
rises, the benefit of coupling declines, and the curve for
The overall shape of the linear filter that precedes the
the coupled array crosses the curve for the uncoupled
first nonlinear stage of the visual system and the width
array around 40 cycles/degree. Thereafter, coupling de-
of both components (peak and ring) were invariant with
creases sensitivity because finer gratings cause pro-
retinal luminance over three log units (Figures 2B and gressively smaller correlations in neighboring cones, so
2D). Therefore, if the model is correct (within the preci- coupling attenuates the signal nearly as much as the
sion of the experiment), coupling strength is invariant noise [3]. At low luminance, coupling improves sensitiv-
with adaptation level. This is consistent with previous ity to the same degree as at high luminance and shows a
reports [16–18] that varying the mean luminance affects similar “crossover” point (Figure 3D); however, because
the shape of the contrast sensitivity curve only below the high frequencies are already obscured by photon noise
lowest spatial frequency tested here (8 cycles/degree); and worse optics from a larger pupil, the benefit of cou-
thus, psychophysics suggests that, at least over two pling is nearly free.
log units of intensity, cone coupling is constant. Sensitivity improves with coupling conductance ap-
proximately as a square root function [3] (Figure 3E).
Stronger coupling, by increasing neural blur, shifts the
Computations benefit/cost “crossover” toward lower frequencies.
If the neural blur due to electrical coupling were too Therefore, 320 pS coupling seems to represent a sensi-
great, visual acuity would be impaired. Therefore, we ble compromise in maximizing sensitivity while minimiz-
calculated the neural blur for primate cones by using ing the cost to spatial acuity. There is an additional
junctional conductances from the ground squirrel (Equa- cost to coupling foveal cones; trichromatic color vision
tion 1) and compared it to the blur due to optical factors requires comparisons between cones of different spec-
in the human eye. A junctional conductance of 320 pS tral sensitivity, yet coupling must blur their spectral dif-
causes a blur narrower than the line spread due to opti- ferences. The receptor mosaic minimizes this cost [19]
by distributing each spectral type randomly. This resultscal factors, even for the narrowest pupil, which serves
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Figure 3. Cone Coupling Improves Contrast Sensitivity with Little Cost to Acuity
(A) The signal spread calculated for cone coupling is narrower than the spread due to optical factors for high photopic (2 mm pupil) and low
photopic/mesopic (5.7 mm pupil) backgrounds [40].
(B) Upper panel: the sinusoidal grating envelope decreases from a center contrast of 20%. Middle panel: simulated response of uncoupled
cone array to a brief flash of the grating (8 cycles at 8 cycles/degree). Poisson fluctuations obscure the low-contrast regions. Lower panel:
coupling reduces the uncorrelated fluctuations and thereby improves the S/N ratio and renders low-contrast regions visible. Here, coupling
was 1000 pS, which still causes neural blur narrower than the optical blur from the 2 mm pupil (panel [A]).
(C) A schematic for the cone model illustrates coupling to two neighbors (the full model included six neighbors). Photon flux at the cone outer
segment (OS) controlled light-modulated conductance Gc, which in series with voltage source V and membrane conductance (2 
 109 S),
generated the voltage response in the terminal. Coupling was modeled as a linear conductance (320 pS).
(D) Coupling (320 pS) improves contrast sensitivity at lower spatial frequencies by 77%. These frequencies are also best preserved by the
optics of the eye. Coupling attenuates sensitivity at higher spatial frequencies (40 cycles/degree), which are also most attenuated by optical
factors. Because acuity is highest in bright light (approximately 104 R*·cone1·integration time1), there is some cost to coupling (top curve).
But acuity is low in dim light (approximately 102 R*·cone1·integration time1) because of photon noise and a large pupil, so the cost of coupling
is nil (bottom curve). Thus, coupling reinforces the effect of optical factors, which also preserve low-middle spatial frequencies and attenuate
high frequencies. The inflection in curves for bright light arises from the different spatial scales of the functions for Gaussian blur and scatter.
(E) The improvement in the S/N ratio varies with coupling conductance approximately as the square root, from 26% at 100 pS to approximately
200% at 1000 pS. The average improvement at 320 pS was 77%.
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in homogeneous patches [20]; consequently, although there would be a cost: progressive attenuation of higher
spatial frequencies. Yet the power of higher frequenciescoupling is indiscriminate [5], it tends to be with mem-
bers of the same spectral type. in natural scenes is rather low [31]. We calculate that,
viewed through a 2 mm pupil (which cuts off at approxi-
mately 60 cycles/degree), the fraction of the frequency
Discussion spectrum between 40 and 60 cycles/degree is less than
5%. Filtering through the eye’s optics by more than
Cone-cone gap junctions have been observed in every an order of magnitude reduces that proportion further.
mammalian retina where they have been looked for [21]. Thus, under natural conditions, the benefit of coupling
But whether the gap junctions actually couple the cones foveal cones has a negligible cost.
functionally has been doubted, especially when the
sampling is extremely dense, as in primate fovea. The Experimental Procedures
present recordings from pairs of adjacent cones in the
Electrophysiologyground squirrel clearly establish that mammalian cones
Slices from the ground squirrel (Spermophilus tridecimlinatus) retinado couple functionally (approximately 320 pS/pair). Fur-
were prepared in the light and maintained during recording as pre-
thermore, they couple even when sampling is dense viously described [32]. Current responses were filtered with an 8-
because ground squirrel cones exhibit triangular pack- pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices, Haverhill, MA) at 600 Hz and
ing like that in primate fovea. Consistent with this, pri- digitized at 1.25 kHz. Standard methods and conventions were used
for determining the junctional conductance of voltage-clampedmate cones have recently been reported to show dye-
pairs. In brief, the membrane voltages of both cones were main-coupling [22].
tained at 40 mV. The membrane of one cone was stepped to aWe calculate that coupling of this magnitude in human
series of voltages between 25 and 35 mV in 15 mV increments
fovea would cause some neural blur, but it would be while the transjunctional current was measured in the adjacent cone.
narrower than the eye’s optical blur (Figure 3A). Indeed, The roles of the two cones were then reversed so that current flow
stimuli created directly on the retina (and thus bypassing in the opposite direction could be measured. We did not compen-
sate for pipette series resistance. If one assumes a worst-casethe eye’s optics) and detected psychophysically demon-
pipette series resistance of 50 M, junctional conductance wouldstrate precisely the blur predicted from the measured
be underestimated by at most 10%. Although embedded in a syncy-coupling conductance, approximatley 320 pS. The psy-
tium, the membrane voltage of an individual cone was well-con-
chophysically measured neural blur was invariant over trolled, as evidenced by the monoexponential decline of the capaci-
three log units of intensity in the middle of the cone tance transient during a pulse and the sharp onset and offset of the
operating range. Consistent with this, standard pharma- junctional current trace in the maintained cell. A good space-clamp
was not surprising because of the compact columnar shape ofcological manipulations applied to the ground squirrel
ground squirrel cones and the relatively small junctional conduc-retina in vitro did not alter coupling. Thus, although the
tance. Between 10% and 20% of pairs with juxtaposed ellipsoidsshape of the theoretical optimal filter shifts toward in-
failed to show coupling. In most cases, inspection under epifluores-
creased pooling with lower intensity [23], we found no cence indicated that the cone pedicles and proximal inner segments
evidence for this with either experimental method. were not adjacent. These pairs were excluded from the analysis.
The advantage of pooling cone voltages before the
first synapse is that the noise intrinsic to each cone (due Psychophysics
The general interferometric methods are described by Chen et al.to fluctuation of photons, cGMP, and ion channels) is
[10], and details specific to the present observations are describedindependent between cones, whereas the signal is par-
by Qi [33]. Gratings from two mutually incoherent HeNe laser interfer-tially shared (because of local correlations within the
ometers were superimposed on the observer’s retina within a 1
scene and optical blur) [24]. Consequently, coupling re- test field during 2 ms flashes against a steady 3 adapting field of
duces the total noise level more than the signal, espe- incoherent light (0, 10, or 100 td). The observer chose which of two
cially for signals of lower spatial frequency. This first flashes contained a grating. An adaptive procedure [34], adjusting
stimulus contrast on each trial to optimize estimation of the stimulusstep in neural integration of the visual signal is extremely
contrast, yielded 92% correct responses. Each condition was testedgeneral across species, occurring also in insect eyes
in three or four blocks of 50 trials. The two interference gratingswhere multiple photoreceptors share the identical opti-
(same spatial frequencies) were counter-rotated from the vertical
cal image and project to the same set of interneurons by an amount that depended on their spatial frequency, so that
[25]. Because coupling photoreceptors would provide the illusory distortion grating they produced—the only grating the
little advantage over averaging the visual signal at some observer could detect—was always 6 cycles/degree. Stimuli were
calibrated with a United Detector Technology QED 100 before eachlater stage if the pathway were linear [25], the advantage
day’s session.is probably linked to signal processing by synaptic non-
linearities, such as preferential amplification of larger
Computationsvoltages [26–28], and rectification [29]. Because a non-
To calculate the S/N ratio, we simulated a two-dimensional arraylinearity imparts different weights to equal and opposite
of cones and presented either a uniform background or a sine-wave
deviations from the mean, pooling after nonlinear pro- grating superimposed on a background of the same mean intensity
cessing could not reduce noise from photoreceptors to (photons·m2·s1). Gratings, like those for human psychophysics
[35, 36], were damped with a Gaussian envelope and presented forthe same extent. This suggests that the advantage of
100 ms. The wavelength was set to excite M and L cones equallycoupling before the first synapse is to remove noise
[37] (S cones are absent from the fovea) [38, 39]. The simulationbefore it would be distorted by a nonlinearity [30].
included optical blur for high photopic background. This was setCoupling/neural blur of the magnitude shown here by
by a 2 mm pupil [40], modeled by a sum of 2 Gaussians [41]; for
electrophysiology and psychophysics can improve cone mesopic background, blur was set by a 5.7 mm pupil [40], modeled
signal/noise by approximately 77%. Stronger cone cou- by a power function [42]. The diameter of 2 mm was chosen for the
simulation because it is appropriate for high photopic backgroundspling would give greater improvement (Figure 3E), but
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[43] and is close to optimal [40], so it represents a lower bound on in early visual processing. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B Biol. Sci. 234,
171–197.the amount of optical blur. The 5.7 mm diameter was chosen to be
appropriate for mesopic backgrounds [43] where spatial acuity is 5. Tsukamoto, Y., Masarachia, P., Schein, S.J., and Sterling, P.
(1992). Gap junctions between the pedicles of macaque fovealmuch lower [40]. The blurred and attenuated stimulus was convolved
with the cone aperture function [10]. The result was subsampled at cones. Vision Res. 32, 1809–1815.
6. Raviola, E., and Gilula, N.B. (1973). Gap junctions between pho-the spacing of the cone inner segments (2.5 m) [36, 44] and finally
attenuated by transmittance of ocular media and macular pigment toreceptor cells in the vertebrate retina. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA 70, 1677–1681.at 550 nm (reviewed by Makous [45]), the spectral sensitivity (0.65
at 550 nm) and isomerization efficiency (0.67) [37]. At this stage, the 7. Spray, D.C., Scemes, E., and Rozental, R. (1999). Cell-cell com-
munication via gap junctions. In Fundamental Neuroscience,information available for each cone was a Poisson distribution of
isomerizations (R*). Transduction was simulated with a simple mech- M.J. Zigmond, F.E. Bloom, S.C. Landis, J.L. Roberts, and L.R.
Squire, eds. (San Diego, CA: Academic Press), pp. 317–343.anism in which the absorbed photon flux R* modulated a conduc-
tance through the equation 8. Schneeweis, D.M., and Schnapf, J.L. (1999). The photovoltage
of Macaque cone photoreceptors: adaptation, noise, and kinet-
G  Gc [1  I/(I  k0)] (3) ics. J. Neurosci. 19, 1203–1216.
9. MacLeod, D.I.A., Williams, D.R., and Makous, W. (1992). A visualwhere G  light modulated conductance, Gc  maximum conduc-
nonlinearity fed by single cones. Vision Res. 32, 347–363.tance, ko  the intensity for half-maximal conductance, and I 
10. Chen, B., Makous, W., and Williams, D.R. (1993). Serial spatialintensity.
filters in vision. Vision Res. 33, 413–427.This light-modulated conductance (750 pS, Erev  0 mV) was in-
11. Williams, D.R. (1992). Photoreceptor sampling and aliasing inserted into a compartment that simulated the cone membrane
human vision. In Tutorials in Optics, D.T. Moore, ed. (Rochester,(outer/inner segment, soma, axon, terminal) (Figure 3C). This was a
NY: Optical Society of America), pp. 15–27.sphere 18 m in diameter, with Rm  5800 Ohm-cm2, Cm  1 
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(0.1), signal amplitudes were 1 mV or less, so nonlinear saturation
14. Smith, R.G. (1995). Simulation of an anatomically-defined local
was not evident. The cones were coupled into a triangular grid (six
circuit: the cone-horizontal cell network in cat retina. Vis. Neu-
neighbors). Because arrays larger than the period of the lowest
rosci. 12, 545–561.
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